
The home has innovative designs through out, making the most of the spectacular 
180-degree views from the kitchen through the living area on to the large verandah. 

On the ground level porcelain tiles run through the entry into a large living room, kitchenette, 
three bedrooms and a second bathroom. The upper level accessed by either the grand 
staircase or lift includes a generous master bedroom with ensuite and a magnifi cent bay 
sliding door overlooking the tree line. 

The main living areas, offi ce, guest bathroom, are connected by curved timber staircase. 
The lift opens to the main volume of living area allowing easy access to the kitchen and 
master bedroom.

High ceilings in the main living allowed for generous natural light to compliment the polished 
timber fl ooring. Refl ecting the muted tones of a beach environment, stone, glass, steel and 
timber are used to create textural contrast in a sophisticated interaction of rustic and precise 
materials.

The workmanship demonstrated on this project was exceptional. It was very important that 
all details were constructed correctly given the unique curved shape of the building. 

A number of construction challenges were presented during the life of this project. We have 
summarized below the more critical challenges encountered;

• There was considerable design required and careful construction to ensure the foundation 
 levels to lift the building above the tidal surge level.

• The construction of various wave like curves through out the building proved very 
 challenging, as the curves were not of a consistent radius therefore they were all hand 
 formed on site. 

This project was very unique given the shape, area and locality and required a cooperative 
approach to ensure all critical construction information was established resulting in the 
successful project completion.
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